
Name: Zach Sudfeld

Height: 6-7 

Weight: 255

School Nevada

Year: Senior

Date: 12/18/2012

Opponent: Arizona

Score: 48-49

Location: New Mexico Bowl

Surface Grass

Climate: Overcast

Temp.: Temperate

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Tight End Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 73

Target: 3

Misssed Target 1

Drops: 0

Juggle 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 2

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec 0

Rec Yards 45

Yards After Catch: 0

Yards per Catch 0

Rec Tds 2

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds 0

Rush Tds 0

Fumbles 0

Game Stats

Separation Score 7

Routes Score 17

Receiving Scor 17

Elusiveness Scor 3

BHandling Score 5

Balance Score 5

Blocking Score 6

Vision Score 5

Power Score 4

Durability Score 4

Category Scores

Awareness of sideline - 2pts: Yes

Gets appropriate route depth - 5pts Yes

Works back to quarterback - 1pt No

Breaks back to football - 5pts: No

Sinks hips into breaks - 5pts: No

Finds soft area of zone coverage - 3pts: Yes

Doesn't tip off route - 3 pts: Yes

Sets up breaks - 1pt: Yes

Uses body to shield defender from the ball - 3pts: Yes

Gets head around and hands ups quickly out of break - 3pts: Yes

Adjusts body to the football - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball with hands away from body - 5pts: Yes

Catches ball cleanly - 7pts: Yes

Catches ball with back to the line of scrimmage - 1pt: Yes

Catches the ball after contact - 5pts: No

Catches ball in tight coverage - 3pts: No

Makes difficult catches - 1pt: No

Uses hands effectively to release from press - 3pts: Yes

Uses feet effectively to release from press - 3pts: Yes

Gets vertical separation on intermediate/deep routes - 1pt: Yes

Carries ball under correct arm - 1pt.: No

Demonstrates ball security - 2 pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 3 pts: Yes

Diagnoses blocking assignments correctly - 1pt: Yes

Effective cut block technique -1pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 2pts: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 2pts: Yes

Mirrors/moves feet effectively on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 1pt: Yes

Can string moves together in space - 1pt: No

Makes sharp lateral cuts - 1 pt: No

Good decisions - 2pts: Yes

Patience - 1pt: Yes

Open field - 2pts: Yes

Leg power, drives through arm tackles - 2pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Runs behind pad/Has good pad level - 1pt: Yes

Second effort/keeps legs moving after contact - 1pt: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career - 2pts: No

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part) - 2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career - 2pts.: Yes
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Name: Zach Sudfeld Date: 12/18/2012 Opponent: Arizona

TE Scouting Analysis
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Sudfeld moves pretty well for a big player and he knows how to deliver a punch, keep his pads low, and turn a defender with good hand placement as a 
run blocker at the line of scrimmage or a lead blocker from the wing working outside the hash. He also knows how to use his hands to swim past or knock 

away the hands of a defender trying to jam him at the line of scrimmage. He uses his feet and hands well tor release from the line and he has the 

quickness to get separation down the intermediate seam and make plays on the football with his back to the passer.  Based on what I've seen in other 

games, he has the agility to make the first defender miss, the power to run through wraps, and some skill to leap over defenders and make athletic plays 

in the air. He appears to be a versatile blocker because he is used both at the line and at the wing or the backfield to lead block, tandem block or single 
block defenders. He reminds me a bit of Jermichael Finley but a better blocker. If he can add more weight and stay this agile, he could become a quality 

starter. He has a lot of promise to develop into a versatile option as a starter. The Redskins would be a great fit for him because of his knowledge of Chris 

Ault's offense that Washington has used and the need for a more dynamic option that is healthy.
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He is a high-cut athlete and while I like his mobilty, he needs to add some muscle to to his legs and bubble to get stronger as a blocker. I didn't get to see 

him attempt a difficult adjustment on the football or make a play on the ball with contact imminent. I also didn't get to see him as a ball carrier to judge 

his athleticism in terms of agility, power, and open field vision. Although I've seen these things in other viewings, it's always nice to see it against top 

competition. I'd like to see Sudfeld face a defender his size or larger. Right now he's dominating or winning blocks against LBs and safeties. He didn't fare 
as well against the linemen when he had limited assignments against them. He still delivered hard punches but he dind't have great position and would 

have defenders slide off hits to make plays. I didn't get to see him make a difficult grab or catch aftter contact or in super tight coverage.
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Sudfeld's first target came on a 1st and 10 pass with 10:40 in the first quarter from an 11 personnel, weak side trips pistol set. Sudfeld was the wing 
back offset the RT and he worked off the line to rease inside the OLB, taking a wider release towards the OLB and then dipping inside and  using his 

outside arm to swat past the defender's attempt to jam. He cleared the jam, forcing the defender to give chase as he made a quick turn towards the 

sideline looking back to the QB who was already beginnign his release. Sudfeld had two yards on the LB as the ball arrived over his outside shoulder, but 

he could not reach for the ball that was just out of reach. Sudfeld appeared reasonaby quick and his release was good enough to make this a big play if 

the ball arrived in the right spot. Sudfled's first reception was a 17-yard touchdown on a 2nd and 7 pass with 4:49  in the first quarter from a 2x1 
receive,r 11 personnel pistol set. He was offset the RT working up the right seam past the LB and safety, turning to the outside the catch the ball with his 

handsat his back shoulder. Nice adjustment and easy batch just behind the safety in the end zone. Sudfeld scored on the next offensive play not 20 

second later after a fumble on a kick off. Sudfeld was the TE in a weakside trips 11 personnel pistol that shifted into a 2x1 receiver pistol set after motion. 

Sudfeld was at the line of scrimmage this time and did a nice job releasing against  the jam by taking a step inside and using his outside arm to bat down 

the jam of the OLB and drop the defender to his knees in the process because of his quickness off the line. He worked outside and ran the wheel route 
against the safety, getting behind the defender and catching the ball 28 yards down field with the ball arriving over his inside shoulder in the end zone. 

Good catch with his back to the passer and with his hands.  Really nice use of his hands to knock down the jam.
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outside arm to swat past the defender's attempt to jam. He cleared the jam, forcing the defender to give chase as he made a quick turn towards the 
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he could not reach for the ball that was just out of reach. Sudfeld appeared reasonaby quick and his release was good enough to make this a big play if 
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receive,r 11 personnel pistol set. He was offset the RT working up the right seam past the LB and safety, turning to the outside the catch the ball with his 
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second later after a fumble on a kick off. Sudfeld was the TE in a weakside trips 11 personnel pistol that shifted into a 2x1 receiver pistol set after motion. 
Sudfeld was at the line of scrimmage this time and did a nice job releasing against  the jam by taking a step inside and using his outside arm to bat down 

the jam of the OLB and drop the defender to his knees in the process because of his quickness off the line. He worked outside and ran the wheel route 

against the safety, getting behind the defender and catching the ball 28 yards down field with the ball arriving over his inside shoulder in the end zone. 
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Sudfeld opened the game as the wing back in a 20 personnel, 1x3 receiver pistol set on 1st and 10 with 15:00 in the first quarter. He was on the wing 

over the LT and crossed the formation after the snap to RT as the QB issued a play fake to the RB up the middle. The linebackers slanted inside to 

account for the RB and Sudfeld worked to right end, choosing to run past the MLB and take on the deeper OLB to seal him inside as the QB worked to the 

line of scrimmage towards the right flat, earning 11 yards to the sideline. The block was more of a shield block, but he did get his hands into the 

defender, push, and turn the defender's back to the opposite sideiline. Sudfeld blocked the OLB off LG from the same formation as the first play of the 
game with 14:43 in the first quarter. He did a good job attacking the gap, delivering a punch with both forearms to the chest of the defender, standing up 

the LB in the hole as the QB delivered a screen pass to the left flat that resulted in a two-yard gain. Two plays later, Nevada ran a sweep to Sufeld's side 

on a 1st and 10 12 personnel strong side twin shotgun set with 14:01 in the first quarter. Sudfeld was the wing back just offset the tight end on the right 

side of the formation. He led the charge of two pulling guards to the right edge and engaged the strong safety at the right hash, getting good hand 

placement on the defender and turning him outside to help clear a hole for the RB to gain eight yards on the play. Excellent punch and turn of the OLB off 
the right side of a weak side trips 11 personnel pistol run for a 16-yard touchdown up the middle to finish the opening drive of the game. Sudfeld got off 

the line low, delivered a punch under the pads of the OLB and turned his opponent's back to the right sideline, maintaining that position until the RB was 

well past the hole and into the second level. Sudfeld's block prevented any backside pursuit. Good form, strength, anchor on the smaller linebacker. 

Sudfeld was the wing back opposite a trips set were he inside receiver motioned behind the backfield to ghost an end around at the snap on 2nd and 10 

with 10:23 in the first quarter. He worked from right end to left end and got down field to deliver a shove to the strong safety trying to pursue the RB to 
the same left end. The RB gained 11 yards on the play. Good punch to slow the defender even if he didn’t attain or maintain any position to shield the 

pursuing defender. Sudfeld was one of the lead blockers on a 3rd and 1 pistol run to left tackle with 9:27 in the first quarter. Sudfeld delivered a decent 
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TE Scouting Analysis

punch to the OLB but the LT slid off his block earlier than the RB reached the hole and the DE met the RB inside Sudfeld's assigment to drop the RB for a 

two-yard loss. Good effort to work down field about 20 yards to block the safety on a short WR pass that gained over 20 yards on the cattch with 7:40 in 

the first quarter. Although Sudfeld pushed the DB into the path of the WR, the effort was good and the DB already had the angle on the ball carrier. 
Sudfelt was part ofa 21 personnel run to RT as the wing back. He attacked the LB in the gap inside RT with a punch that stood up the defender but he 

failed to sustain the hand placement. The RB was tackled for a loss by other penetration but the LB likely gets into the play if the RB were able to 

approach the intended hole. Sudfeld wasn't the first to deliver the punch and he wasn’t able to anchor on the play. He is a high-cut athlete and while I 

like his mobilty, he needs to add some muscle to to his legs and bubble to get stronger as a blocker.Sudfeld sealed the outside for his RB on a 12-yard 

gain with 5:46 in the first quarter from a 1x1 receiver, 12 personnel pistol run to right tackle as the wing back offet the RT. He worked his hands inside 
the OLB at the line of scrimmage and turned the defender outside, using his legs to push the defender down field until the pulling guard worked to the 

outside shoulder of the OLB to pick up the block and the TE then worked inside to the safety. The guard wound up with the safety and the TE back with 

the OLB, but by that time the RB was behind them and in the second level. Sudfeld worked from left end to right end on a QB option keeper from a 

weakside twin 11 personnel psitol run with 1:52 in the first quarter. He could not reach the OLB as quickly downfield to get a great angle with his block. 

He did engage with a punch but the OLB had the outside advantage just enough to work outside and force the QB to the boundary. Great punch, turn, 
and drive to seal the OLB outside on a 1st and 10 run to his end with 0:47 in the first quarter for a four-yard gain. Good punch and turn of the safety at 

the right end on a two yards gain on 1st and 10 with 12:33 in the third quarter. Excellent seal of the OLB to the line of scrimmage on a 1st and 10 hitch 

to the flat on Sudfeld's side. He got his hands into the OLB quick and turned him into the pile to prevent backside pursuit on this play with 11:03 in the 

third quarter. He motioned across the formation to seal the outside for his RB off RT on a 2nd and 6 run with 10:29 in the third quarter. H delivered a 

hard punch, but slid inside the defender who was able to make the hit and wrap of the RB just past the LOS. The defender was the DE and he shook off 
the punch easily with his angle inside the block. Good angle on the front side DE to hit him at the inside shoudler and drive him back a step to seal the 

inside for his RB on 1st and 10 with 6:51 in the third quarter for an eight yard gain. Sudfeld pancaked the safety as the pulling blocker from the wing 

through the hole off LG that sprung the RB for a 25-yard gain with 5:58 in the third quarter. He leveled the defender with his pads and hands into the 

chest and drove him to the ground as the RB worked insidet he pulling guard and pulling TE to get up the middle.  Decent punch, turn, and effort to keep 

the OLB from working from the backside on a 4tha nd 1 run with 4:20 in the third quarter so the RB coul get the first down.
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Fighting a stomach bug that kept him in his hotel room the entire trip and couldn't only manage to keep some toast down before the game. He wasn't 

expected to play for very long, if play at all. Sudfelt is a sixth-year prospect after breaking his leg last year in the season-opener against Oregon, earning 

a medical redshirt. Also has had surgeries on his shoulder, knee, and wrist during his college career. He missed all of 2008.
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His teammates call him "Flint" because of his ability to make plays and get the team fired up.




